
SECTION 7 SECTION 7 !! SATELLITE SUBNETWORK LAYER SATELLITE SUBNETWORK LAYER

7.1 GGENERAL PROVISIONSENERAL PROVISIONS

7.1.1 ArchitectureArchitecture

To facilitate the development of interoperability specifications, the subnetwork layer has been divided into
functional areas.  This functional division is not intended to preclude implementations that aggregate functions
in other ways, so long as the airborne and ground implementations of the subnetwork layer each behaves (to
an external observer) as if it conformed with the provisions of this section.

7.1.1.1 SSND functionSSND function

Each SSNDPX function contains one or more SSNDPX entities.  Each entity communicates with the peer
SSNDPX entity using the SSNDP.

7.1.1.2 SNAc functionSNAc function

Each SNAc function contains one or more ISO 8208 DCE entities.  Each ISO 8208 DCE entity
communicates with the peer ISO 8208 data terminal equipment (DTE) entity in the attached aeronautical
telecommunication network (ATN) router using the ISO 8208 protocol.

7.1.1.3 CN functionCN function

Each CN function contains one CN entity.  This entity sends CN event messages to the attached ATN routers
through the ISO 8208 DCEs.

7.1.1.4 IW functionIW function

Each IW function contains one IW entity.  The IW function performs the necessary harmonization between
the SSND, SNAc, and CN functions.  It forwards ISO 8208 packets between the ISO 8208 DCE and
SSNDPX entities.  It also forwards CN event messages to the ISO 8208 DCE entity.

7.1.2 BackgroundBackground for the use of ISO 8208 and the associated subnetwork dependent protocol for the use of ISO 8208 and the associated subnetwork dependent protocol

In the satellite subnetwork, data may be received out-of-sequence, or duplicated.  The subnetwork dependent
convergence function (SNDCF) in the ATN router which uses the services provided by the satellite
subnetwork assumes an underlying connection-mode service which provides sequenced delivery of data.  The
SNDCF does not perform any error recovery function to handle data duplication, and data received
out-of-sequence.  Therefore, it requires a reliable connection-mode service which is provided by the
ISO 8208 and SSND protocols. Furthermore, for the satellite subnetwork, it is more efficient to use these
connection-mode protocols.  Finally, ISO 8208 is the most mature connection-mode protocol available.
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7.1.3 ServicesServices

The packet data interface allows AMSS to function as the satellite subnetwork of the ATN.  The satellite
subnetwork transfers data packets from air to ground and from ground to air.  Packet data transfers are
provided in the form of connection-mode service, using ISO 8208 as a subnetwork access protocol. (See
Figure 7-1)

The subnetwork user must initiate the set-up of each connection by sending an ISO 8208 CALL REQUEST
packet.  In normal operation, this action results in the establishment of a switched virtual circuit (SVC)
between the calling subnetwork user and the called subnetwork user.  SVCs can be released by either
subnetwork user (when the connection is no longer needed) or by the subnetwork (when the connection is no
longer supportable).

One or more subnetwork users on an aircraft may be connected to one or more subnetwork users on the
ground, but all ground users will normally interface via a single ground earth station (GES) at any given time.
Handovers from one GES to another may result in the temporary interruption of service.

The originator of a CALL REQUEST packet will normally identify both the called and calling subnetwork
user.  The originator may also identify quality of service requirements by invoking the appropriate ISO 8208
facilities.

Implementations of a satellite subnetwork will normally contain elements that are not standardized by ICAO.
One of these elements is a packet switch that interprets DTE addresses and delivers packets to the
appropriate DTE.  AMSS standards permit (but do not require) the connection of multiple DTEs with an
aircraft earth station (AES) or with a GES, or with both.  AMSS standards also permit the use of any DTE
address format, subject to the limitations of ISO 8208.  Subnetwork  users are responsible for co-ordinating
the DTE address formats (and address compression schemes, if employed) between the air and the ground.

The satellite subnetwork provides connectivity notification event messages to the attached ATN routers.  Since
CN event messages are not transferred across the subnetwork, the standardization of formats and media for
these messages are considered to be local matters.

7.1.4 Error handling for communication failuresError handling for communication failures

If communication between an AES and a GES is abruptly terminated (e.g. due to a loss of physical
connectivity), it is possible for the subnetwork layer to remain in its last state until connections are cleared by
the user.  The GES subnetwork layer is particularly susceptible, since it may not immediately be aware of the
loss of communication.  Users and/or implementors may use supplemental means to detect and correct such
conditions.
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7.2 PPACKET DATA PERFORMANCEACKET DATA PERFORMANCE

7.2.1 GeneralGeneral

7.2.1.1 The need for ICAO performance specificationsThe need for ICAO performance specifications

AMSS will be the first air-ground safety system with a revenue-based communications service interposed
between the air and the ground.  The operational characteristics of this service will to a great degree
determine the operational characteristics of AMSS.  In some cases, it is possible that no part of the AMSS
system (AES, satellite, or GES) will be under the direct operational control of civil aviation  authorities, even
though the communications being handled by AMSS in such cases may include air traffic service messages
related to safety of flight.  For these reasons, AMSS system performance parameters are included in [Part I,
].

AMSS minimum system performance standards apply over a geographic coverage area to be identified by each
AMSS service provider.  In general, the minimum system performance should be continuously available to
each AES within the identified coverage area.  However, AES antennas are not required to provide full
coverage in all directions; multiple antennas and/or multiple satellites may be needed in order to achieve the
minimum system performance.

AMSS minimum system performance standards do not represent the fundamental limits of system
performance.  Under favourable conditions, the achievable AMSS system performance may be significantly
better than the minimum standards reflected in the AMSS SARPs.  Contracting States are not precluded from
seeking AMSS service arrangements that would provide system performance that exceeds the minimum
requirements of the AMSS SARPs.  However, such arrangements should take into consideration the minimum
AES configurations and the minimum AES performance requirements of the AMSS SARPs.

7.2.1.2 Physical layerPhysical layer

The basic performance standard for the physical layer is the maximum bit error rate, which is specified as 10-3

for digital voice and 10-5 for packet data and associated signalling.  These system specifications avert the need
to specify detailed satellite link budgets, thus allowing the flexibility to implement a variety of satellite and GES
architectures.

7.2.1.3 Packet data subnetwork layerPacket data subnetwork layer

The specification of subnetwork service performance will allow flexibility in the design and operation of GESs
while assuring a uniform minimum level of performance for the packet data user.  In general, the subnetwork
performance parameters are based on the definitions given in Section 10 of ISO 8348, “Information
processing systems ! Data communications ! Network service definition,” (1987) which are incorporated
into the AMSS SARPs by reference.  The mapping between packets and subnetwork service primitives is
defined in ISO 8878, “Information processing systems ! Data communications ! Use of X.25 to provide the
OSI connection mode network service”.

The term “subnetwork service” in the context of packet data performance refers to the service provided by the
subnetwork to the higher layer user.  The term “service provider” in this same context refers to the protocols
within the satellite subnetwork and to the net effect of their operation.  These terms should not be confused
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with the services of the satellite communication provider or GES operator.  Packet data service depends on all
elements of the system:  AES, satellite, GES, and the physical paths between them.

The values of the performance parameters in the AMSS SARPs are intended to permit economical and
spectrum-efficient operation.  They are calculated under nominal worst case conditions, including maximum
physical bit error rate and peak busy hour traffic loading. Improved speed of service performance (relative to
the specified values) may be achieved by increasing the number of physical channels used to serve a given
traffic load, thus decreasing the traffic load per channel.  Using this technique, cost of service may be expected
to increase (and spectrum efficiency may be expected to decrease) as the speed of service is improved.

AMSS subnetwork performance does not include the effects of other links in the end-to-end data path.
Subnetwork performance includes the effects of all operations beginning with the ISO 8208 DCE protocol at
the sending end of the satellite subnetwork and terminating with the ISO 8208 DCE operations at the
receiving end of the satellite subnetwork, including:

a) the satellite subnetwork interworking functions;

b) the satellite subnetwork dependent protocols;

c) the satellite data link layers; and

d) the satellite physical layers.

ISO 8208 operations associated with the DTE are not part of the satellite subnetwork, and are excluded from
AMSS packet data performance specifications, as are data link layer and physical layer operations between the
DCE and the DTE.

7.2.2 Speed of serviceSpeed of service

Speed of service is determined by a number of factors, including:

a) the system architecture;

b) the channel rate(s) in use;

c) the priority of the traffic for which speed of service is being measured;

d) the length of the messages for which speed of service is being measured, the traffic
loading on the system; and

e) data processing delays.

Finally, the actual speed of service in the from-aircraft direction depends on the amount and type of traffic
being transmitted from each aircraft, to the extent that packets may be delayed on the aircraft while other
packets are being transmitted to the GES.

In accordance with current industry practice, speed of service is specified in terms of packets containing 128
octets of subnetwork user data. 
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There is no specification for the maximum amount of traffic to be handled on P or T channels.  However, the
speed of service performance standards are based on a maximum utilization of approximately 70 per cent (of
theoretical capacity) for these channel types.  Higher utilizations are  permitted, provided that all of the
applicable performance standards are met.  For example, a GES that operates multiple T channels in an
appropriate multiserver configuration may be able to achieve T channel utilization factors of 80 per cent or
more within the constraints imposed by the speed of service requirements.  P channels may be operated at
utilization factors higher than 70 per cent if the total P channel utilization by traffic at and above the lowest
priority associated with safety and regularity of flight does not exceed 70 per cent.

A GES that is intended to serve as a backup to a another GES should be appropriately sized to provide the
required performance in the event of the failure of the primary GES.

The term “highest priority service” denotes priority 14 service, which is reserved for distress, urgency and
certain infrequent network/system management messages.  The term “lowest priority service” denotes the
lowest priority used for safety and regularity of flight, under peak-hour traffic loading.  Performance for
priority levels not used for safety or regularity of flight is not specified.

7.2.2.1 Transit delay and 95 per cent data transfer delayTransit delay and 95 per cent data transfer delay

Transit delay is a standard speed of service performance measure for single DATA packets; transit delay is
defined as an average value.  Because the civil aviation community typically does not rely on average values for
the most critical performance measures, the 95 per cent data transfer delay is also specified.  Under actual
operational conditions, the relationship between the average and 95 per cent delay values is not fixed, but may
depend on the distribution of traffic.  A typical statistical distribution of to-aircraft delays, under projected
peak traffic loading and at the lowest P channel rate, is illustrated in Figure 7-2 for the highest and lowest
priority of data.  A typical statistical distribution of from-aircraft delays under similar conditions is shown in
Figure 7-3.  From-aircraft delays are independent of priority unless two or more from-aircraft packets
contend for resources within a particular AES.  The extent to which such internal contention may occur within
a particular AES will depend on the avionics architecture of the aircraft in which the AES is installed.

Transit delay and 95 per cent data transfer delay are specified on the basis of a standard reference DATA
packet containing 128 octets of subnetwork user data.  Actual delays for shorter packets may be reduced, but
not necessarily in proportion to the packet length.  The delay parameters associated with DATA packets
shorter than 128 octets (of subnetwork user data) should not exceed the corresponding parameters for 128
octet DATA packets.

7.2.2.2 ThroughputThroughput

Throughput is the standard speed of service performance parameter for the transfer of multiple DATA
packets.  In accordance with current industry practices, throughput is computed on the basis of standard
reference DATA packets containing 128 octets of subnetwork user data. Throughput is  computed for the
transfer of multiple independent packets.  Throughput performance for the transfer of M-bit sequences may be
substantially higher.
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The subnetwork is expected to support the following minimum throughput values:

Minimum achievable throughput on a subnetwork connection, bits/s,
with 128-octet packets

To-aircraft From-aircraft

Minimum channel
rate in use
by AES (bits/s)

Highest priority
service

Lowest priority
service

Highest priority
service

Lowest priority
service

   600
 1 200
 2 400
 4 800
10 500

 70
130
150
160
165

 35
 70
 90
110
115

 35
100
300
500
500

 30
 80
275
475
475

7.2.2.3 Connection establishment delay, connection release delayConnection establishment delay, connection release delay

ConnectionConnection establishment delay. establishment delay.  The maximum connection establishment delay is based on a connection
request of the lowest priority, containing a total of 15 octets of DTE address information and  42 octets of
facility fields and optional data.  The specified value for each channel rate applies to an equal mix of
GES-originated requests and AES-originated requests.  The maximum connection establishment delay is the
standard speed of service specification for the connection establishment phase; it is not intended to limit in any
way the future use of optional facilities, user data fields, or address fields.

ConnectionConnection release delay. release delay.  The maximum connection release delay is based on a disconnect request at the
lowest priority, containing no user data, invoking no optional facilities and carrying no address information.
The specified value for each channel rate applies to an equal mix of  GES-originated requests and
AES-originated requests, when the connection release is not delayed by the presence of packets in transit on
the connection.  The maximum connection release delay is the standard speed of service specification for the
connection release phase; it is not intended to limit in any way the future use of optional facilities, user data
fields, or address fields.

7.2.3 Reliability of serviceReliability of service

Reliability of service is determined by the system architecture, by the physical layer bit error rate, and by the
average rate of “collisions” on R channels.  There is no specification on the rate of R channel collisions.
However, the system performance specifications for both speed of service and reliability of service are based
on an average R channel occupancy factor (i.e. the ratio of occupied R channel slots to the total number of
R channel slots during a given interval) of approximately  0.15.  Higher R channel occupancies are permitted,
provided that all of the applicable performance standards are met.

The standard reliability of service parameter for the transfer of a single DATA packet is residual error
probability, which is the probability that an attempt to transfer a single DATA packet is not entirely successful.
It is based on a standard reference DATA packet containing 128 octets of subnetwork user data.  The
undetected error probability for AMSS packet data service is expected to be less than 3 x 10-7 for standard
reference DATA packets containing 128 octets of subnetwork user data.  The undetected error probability for
shorter packets is reduced approximately in proportion to the packet length.
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Other reliability of service parameters are resilience of the virtual circuit or logical channel with respect to
reset and release, i.e. the probability that the subnetwork service provider invokes a reset or release over some
period of time.  Reset and release operations may result in the loss of user data, whether invoked by the
subnetwork user or by the subnetwork service provider. 

7.3 SSATELLITE SUBNETWORK DEPENDENT PROTOCOL SERVICES AND OPERATIONSATELLITE SUBNETWORK DEPENDENT PROTOCOL SERVICES AND OPERATIONS

7.3.1 Logical channelsLogical channels

The requirements for selecting logical channel numbers are intended to prevent call collisions.

7.3.2 Connection establishmentConnection establishment

The following describes a normal connection establishment between two SNS users.

When a subnetwork connection is initiated by one of the SNS users, an ISO 8208 DCE entity in the satellite
subnetwork receives an ISO 8208 CALL REQUEST packet from the ISO 8208 DTE.  This packet is
forwarded to the IWF.  The IWF forwards this packet to the appropriate SSNDPX entity.  This SSNDPX
entity forwards this packet as a CONNECTION REQUEST SNPDU to the remote SSNDPX.  When the
remote SSNDPX receives this SNPDU, it forwards this to the IWF as a ISO 8208 INCOMING  CALL
packet.  The IWF forwards this packet to the appropriate ISO 8208 DCE entity.  The ISO 8208 DCE entity
forwards this packet to the peer ISO 8208 DTE entity.  The ISO 8208 DTE forwards this connection
request to the receiving SNS user.  After the receiving SNS user has accepted this connection request, the
ISO 8208 DTE entity forwards an ISO 8208 CALL ACCEPTED packet to the peer ISO 8208 DCE entity.
The ISO 8208 DCE entity forwards this packet to the IWF.  The IWF forwards this packet to the
appropriate SSNDPX entity.  This SSNDPX entity forwards this packet as a CONNECTION CONFIRM
SNPDU to the peer SSNDPX entity.  When the remote SSNDPX entity receives this SNPDU, it forwards
this as an ISO 8208 CALL CONNECTED packet to the IWF.  The IWF forwards this packet to the
appropriate ISO 8208 DCE entity.  This ISO 8208 DCE entity forwards this packet to the peer ISO 8208
DTE entity.  When the ISO 8208 DTE entity receives this packet, it informs the originating SNS user about
the establishment of a connection to the remote SNS user.

A connection between two SNS users consists of a series of logical channels.  Each logical channel is selected
based on the established rule by the receiving entity.  Therefore, these logical channels may not have the same
number.  Figure 7-4 shows an example of connection establishment between three pairs of SNS users.

7.3.2.1 Throughput negotiationThroughput negotiation

Since the GES has the knowledge of available throughput based on the throughputs that have been assigned
to the existing subnetwork connections (SNCs), it should assign the throughput classes for each direction of
data transmission.  The recommended actions by the GES are given in Sections 7.3.6.1 and 7.3.7.1 of this
chapter.
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7.3.3 Connection releaseConnection release

7.3.3.1 SSNDPXSSNDPX

To avoid unnecessary releases at the SSNDPG caused by residual DATA/INTERRUPT SNPDUs from the
SSNDPA, the SSNDPA waits until all DATA/INTERRUPT SNPDUs in transmission and pertaining to that
connection have been transmitted before forwarding a CONNECTION RELEASED or a CONNECTION
RELEASE COMPLETE SNPDU to the SSNDPG.  The SSNDPA need not correlate the transmission status
of each DATA/INTERRUPT SNPDU with transmission status indications from the data link layer.  However,
the SSNDPA waits until all outstanding DATA/INTERRUPT SNPDUs have been acknowledged by the link
layer (success/fail LIDU) before sending a CONNECTION  RELEASED or CONNECTION RELEASE
COMPLETE SNPDU.  Since to-aircraft SNPDUs are always delivered in proper sequence by the link layer,
the SSNDPG may send a CONNECTION RELEASED or CONNECTION RELEASE COMPLETE SNPDU
without waiting for acknowledgement of previously sent DATA/INTERRUPT SNPDUs.

7.3.4 Data transferData transfer

7.3.4.1 IWFIWF

The IWF should forward the DATA packets between the appropriate SSNDPX and ISO 8208 DCE entities
and supply these entities with sufficient information to identify the  appropriate logical channel.

7.3.4.2 SSNDPGSSNDPG

Since the DATA SNPDUs from the AES are sent through either the R or T channel, they may be received
out-of-sequence at the GES.  Therefore, the SSNDPG should have sufficient storage to reorder the
out-of-sequence DATA SNPDUs before forwarding the data in these SNDPUs to the IWF.

7.3.4.3 Flow control procedureFlow control procedure

Memory management mechanisms are implementation dependent.  In order to minimize the possibility of
memory overflow and the consequent loss of data, the satellite subnetwork layer provides flow control, which
may be invoked by the AES, the GES, or the subnetwork user.  The SSNDPX uses start-stop flow control,
while the DCE uses ISO 8208 window flow control.  ISO 8208 RECEIVE READY and RECEIVE NOT
READY packets are produced locally; they are never transferred across the subnetwork.  If the SSNDPX
remains in the “flow control not ready” state for 60 seconds, the subnetwork initiates a reset of the
connection, regardless of whether flow control was suspended by the subnetwork or by the subnetwork user.
The timer (tN7) is associated with the receiving SSNDPX, i.e. the SSNDPX that originated the FLOW
CONTROL SUSPEND SNPDU.

System designs should minimize the possibility that flow control will be invoked on priority 14 connections,
e.g. by dynamic memory allocation or by providing additional fixed memory allocation for priority 14
connections.  Dynamic memory allocation procedures, if used, should take connection priority into
consideration.
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7.3.4.3.1 SSNDPXSSNDPX

When the SSNDPX surpasses a storage threshold or receives a FLOW CONTROL (suspend) SNPDU from
the remote SSNDPX, it should notify the IWF of this condition.

If the SSNDPX falls below a storage threshold or receives a FLOW CONTROL (resume) SNPDU from the
remote SSNDPX after it has informed the IWF of the flow control suspend condition, it should notify the IWF
of this condition.

When the SSNDPX surpasses a storage threshold or receives flow control suspend information from the IWF,
it should forward a FLOW CONTROL (suspend) SNPDU to the remote SSNDPX when the next DATA
SNPDU is received on that VC, providing the situation has not cleared by then.

If the SSNDPX falls below a storage threshold or receives flow control resume information from the IWF after
forwarding a FLOW CONTROL (suspend) SNPDU to the remote SSNDPX, it should forward a FLOW
CONTROL (resume) SNPDU to the remote SSNDPX.

7.3.4.3.2 ISO 8208 DCEISO 8208 DCE

When the ISO 8208 DCE surpasses a storage threshold or receives flow control suspend information from
the IWF, it should suspend the updating of the lower window edge of the  local DTE or forward a RECEIVE
NOT READY packet to the local DTE.

If the ISO 8208 DCE falls below a storage threshold or receives a flow control resume information from the
IWF after it has suspended the updating of the lower window edge of the local DTE or forwarded a
RECEIVE NOT READY packet to the local DTE, it should resume updating the lower window edge of the
local DTE or forward a RECEIVE READY packet to the local DTE.

When the ISO 8208 DCE surpasses a storage threshold or receives a RECEIVE NOT READY packet from
the local DTE, it should notify the IWF of this condition.

If the ISO 8208 DCE falls below a storage threshold or receives a RECEIVE READY packet from the local
DTE after it has informed the IWF of the flow control suspend condition, it should notify the IWF of this
condition.

7.3.4.4 Data lossData loss

In a connection release or connection reset, DATA SNPDUs and ISO 8208 DATA packets on that connection
may be lost.  To guarantee end-to-end delivery of end-user data, a confirmed service such as the one provided
by a transport protocol may be used.

System designs should minimize the possibility that flow control will be invoked on priority 14 connections,
e.g. by dynamic memory allocation or by providing additional fixed memory allocation for priority 14
connections.  Dynamic memory allocation procedures, if used, should take connection priority into
consideration.
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7.3.4.5 Expedited data transferExpedited data transfer

It is expected that the ATN will not require expedited data transfer service.  However, expedited data transfer
service is supported in accordance with ISO 8208.

For each logical channel, the expedited data transfer allows an interrupt SNPDU packet to be sent in a given
direction while data transfer in that direction is suspended.  This is accomplished by sending the interrupt
SNPDU or interrupt packet ahead of data SNPDUs or data packets that have been suspended.

7.3.4.6 Connection resetConnection reset

7.3.4.6.1 SSNDPXSSNDPX

To avoid resets at the SSNDPG caused by residual DATA/INTERRUPT SNPDUs from the SSNDPA, the
SSNDPA waits until all DATA/INTERRUPT SNPDUs in transmission and pertaining to that connection have
been transmitted before forwarding RESET or RESET CONFIRM SNPDUs to the SSNDPG.  The SSNDPA
needs not correlate the transmission status of each DATA/INTERRUPT SNPDU with transmission status
indications from the data link layer.   However, the SSNDPA waits until all outstanding DATA/INTERRUPT
SNPDUs have been acknowledged by the link layer (success/fail LIDU) before sending a RESET SNPDU.
Since to-aircraft SNPDUs are always delivered in proper sequence by the link layer, the SSNDPG may send
a RESET SNPDU without waiting for acknowledgement of previously sent DATA/INTERRUPT SNPDUs.

7.3.5 SNPDU formatsSNPDU formats

7.3.5.1 Fast select facilityFast select facility

The fast select facility with parameter set to “use not permitted” may be included in the CONNECTION
REQUEST SNPDU to explicitly indicate that no user data may be transferred in the CONNECTION
CONFIRM and CONNECTION RELEASED SNPDUs.  If this facility is not included in the CONNECTION
REQUEST SNPDU, then up to 128 octets of user data may be transferred in the CONNECTION
CONFIRM and CONNECTION RELEASED SNPDUs.

7.3.6 Packet to SNPDU mapping rulesPacket to SNPDU mapping rules

7.3.6.1 GES actionsGES actions

The selected throughput class in the CALL ACCEPTED packet should be transferred to the TCN value in the
CONNECTION CONFIRM SNPDU.

If the throughput class in the CALL REQUEST packet is less than or equal to the calculated available value,
then the throughput class should be transferred to the TCN value in the CONNECTION REQUEST SNPDU;
otherwise, the calculated available throughput, rounded down to the nearest standard value, should be
transferred to the TCN value.
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7.3.7 SNPDU to packet mapping rulesSNPDU to packet mapping rules

7.3.7.1 GES actionsGES actions

If the throughput class negotiation (TCN) value in the CONNECTION REQUEST SNPDU is less than or
equal to the calculated available throughput value, the throughput class in the INCOMING CALL packet
should be set equal to the TCN value; otherwise, the throughput class in the INCOMING CALL packet
should be set equal to the calculated available throughput, rounded down to the nearest standard value.

The selected throughput class in the CALL CONNECTED packet should be transferred from the TCN value
in the CONNECTION CONFIRM SNPDU.

7.4 ISOISO  82088208  DCEDCE PROTOCOL OPERATIONS PROTOCOL OPERATIONS

7.4.1 Conformance requirementsConformance requirements

The capabilities which the ISO 8208 DCE is not required to support include the following:

a) modulo 128 packet sequencing;

b) default window size of more than 2; and

c) either the use of the D-bit or the optional mechanism for negotiating use or non-use of
the D-bit since these capabilities are not required by the subnetwork users.

Note.! The use of D-bit or the optional mechanism for negotiating use or non-use of the
D-bit is strongly discouraged.

7.5 MMANAGEMENT INTERFACEANAGEMENT INTERFACE

7.5.1 AES management interfaceAES management interface

When an AES logs off or otherwise terminates communication with a GES, the SSNL clears all connections
and SVCs associated with that GES. This may be done by sending CLEAR INDICATION packets to each
ISO 8208 DCE logical channel associated with these connections and releasing the resources for the logical
channels in the associated SSNDPA entity.

7.5.1.1 Connectivity notificationConnectivity notification

Ways of sending the  connectivity notification event messages through an ISO 8208 DCE entity include the
following:

Permanent virtual circuit (PVC)
CALL REQUEST packet with the fast select facility
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The method and formats for conveying connectivity event notifications should be co-ordinated locally between
the subnetwork service provider and the subnetwork service user.

7.5.2 GES management interfaceGES management interface

When an AES logs-off from a GES, the SSNL should clear the connections between the SNS user(s) and the
logged-off AES.  This may be done by sending CLEAR INDICATION packets to each ISO 8208 DCE logical
channel associated with these connections and releasing resources for the logical channels in the associated
SSNDPG entity.
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Figure 7-1. Satellite subnetwork connection-oriented packet data serviceFigure 7-1. Satellite subnetwork connection-oriented packet data service
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Figure 7-2. Typical to-aircraft delay distributionsFigure 7-2. Typical to-aircraft delay distributions
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Figure 7-3. Typical from-aircraft delay distributionFigure 7-3. Typical from-aircraft delay distribution
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Figure 7-4. Satellite subnetwork protocol entities and virtual circuit establishmentFigure 7-4. Satellite subnetwork protocol entities and virtual circuit establishment
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